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My dear brothers and sisters, 
 
In German we have a proverb which says that nothing can be concoct (hidden) to such an extent that you 
could avoid that the light of the sun shines on it. The English equivalent is "Everything comes to light in 
the end." That has surely become a reality in respect to the new theology which Han Chongjae Nim and 
her advisors have created and successfully "sold" to FFWPU members who eagerly welcomed it. 
 
At Famicon 2018, which was held at the International Peace Education Center in Las Vegas, Nevada, Hak 
Ja Han revealed her totally unprincipled understanding of God. She pointed out that humankind was 
created as man and woman, and then she explained: "Looking back at the creation of Heaven and Earth, if 
Heavenly Parent had the Holy Father, there was also the Holy Mother [within Heavenly Parent]. 
Therefore, the current definition of the trinity is wrong. Within Heavenly Parent is the Holy Father and 
the Holy Mother, the True Parents. This is how Heavenly Parent should be explained. Isn't that so?" 
 
The correct answer is: "No, Mother, that is wrong." But none of the top American leaders who had 
gathered dared to tell their Mother the truth. That is how weak they have become! They are unable to 
answer a simple question honestly although they know what was said is not in line with the Divine 
Principle. 
 
Long-time lecturers in the audience suddenly forgot all their knowledge of the Divine Principle and 
agreed that the definition of God and the trinity offered in the black book is wrong! They continued to 
listen to and applauded to the unprincipled content which Han Chongjae Nim was teaching them despite 
her denying the very core of the highest teaching which the Lord of the Second Advent has revealed by 
offering a deeper understanding of God than anybody in the whole history of humankind. Compare this 
with how they would treat any other member who says that the definition of God presented in the Divine 
Principle is incorrect. Would they applaud to such a person? Never in their lifetime! But because it is 
True Mother who is talking nonsense it must be true, no matter how unprincipled it is! 
 
Listen to this statement again: "Within Heavenly Parent is the Holy Father and the Holy Mother, the True 
Parents. This is how Heavenly Parent should be explained." That means that the Divine Principle book 
has to be re-written. By now it should be obvious for the last Unificationist why Hak Ja Han refused to 
accept this teaching as the basis for her CIG constitution - because she thinks it is wrong at the very core 
of how the Creator of the Universe is defined! 
 
In other words, the new dogma of the FFWPU says: True Parents are God. They exist within God. The 
dual characteristics of God are to be defined as Father and Mother, Sun Myung Moon and Hak Ja Han! 
The core theology of the new religion which Han Chongjae Nim created has been finally revealed: God is 



 

 

to be defined as the True Parents who are worshipped by members around the world. From this viewpoint 
it is clear why Mother asked everybody soon after Father's ascension that they have to approach God as 
Heavenly Parent(s) and address Him/Her/Them along with True Parents at the opening of their prayer. 
 
In the official translation of True Mother's speech on March 16, 2018 you can read: "In order to earn your 
qualifications as citizen of Cheon Il Guk, you must fulfill the mission of Heavenly Tribal Messiah. That is 
the position where you need to stand. Tribal Messiahship does not end with blessing 430 families. It is 
when all blessed 430 families also each complete the blessing of 430 families that a national level 
foundation capable of expanding to the world can be established." 
 
Let us do the math: 430 times 430 is 184.900. If those families have an average of 2 children it means that 
about 660.000 people need to have received the Blessing as parents or as the sons and daughters of such 
families. There are 66 countries in the world with less than that amount of population. Accordingly, not 
even one couple can become a Heavenly Tribal Messiah in one third of the existing nations because there 
are not enough inhabitants! At the same time it means that these countries cannot have a national 
foundation to be considered as restored, and it is impossible for them to build a foundation capable of 
expanding to the world in line with the new definition of Heavenly Tribal Messiahship! 
 
Additionally, there are around 3 million people in our Movement as it is officially stated. When you 
divide the world population into the amount of people needed in order to become a Heavenly Tribal 
Messiah, it is clear that theoretically merely 100.000 couples can earn the qualification to be a citizen of 
Cheon Il Guk. If you do the math then you will see that only 1 out of 15 couples has the possibility to 
become a citizen of the One Heavenly Nation, which is in total around 400.000 people when we count 
one couple with having on average two children. Add to this the fact that according to our worldwide 
membership 15 couples are competing with each other to earn the qualifications for citizenship in the One 
Heavenly Nation for every 660.000 people with only a limited number of the world population available. 
Considering these simple facts, it is clear that it is next to impossible to become a citizen of Cheon Il Guk 
because in no case will the 430 recently blessed couples of one tribe manage to bless themselves 430 
couples with such a limited amount of people available!!! 
 
Yes, take a minute and calculate realistically what the new definition of Heavenly Tribal Messiahship 
means, and then you will realize that it is very unlikely that even a single Blessed couple will manage to 
become a citizen of Cheon Il Guk. The result is that the CIG constitution was made for a nation without 
people except Sun Myung Moon and Hak Ja Han who will be the only couple who have the right of 
citizenship as soon as 430 Blessed couples whom they blessed have accomplished blessing themselves 
430 couples. There is no Cheon Il Guk with sovereignty and people and it will never appear because it is 
impossibly difficult to earn the right to be a citizen of that Heavenly nation! 
 
Has Hak Ja Han fulfilled the condition that 430 couples to whom she gave the Blessing have in turn 
blessed 430 couples so that she is able to stand in the position of being a Heavenly Tribal Messiah? No, 
she has not. Therefore she does not have the qualification to be a citizen of Cheon Il Guk! That is the 
objective fact about the spiritual level of Han Chongjae Nim according to the standard which she has set 
up! Even when the number of brothers and sisters blessed by her who have given the Blessing to 430 
couples will have risen to be 430, it represents merely the starting point where she will become qualified 
to be a citizen of Cheon Il Guk. 
 
Now, let me ask you: Can a person who him/herself does not have the qualification to be a citizen of 
Cheon Il Guk open the new era of the One Heavenly Nation? Certainly not. In this way it is clear that Han 
Chongjae Nim has completely ruined her own foundation which she claims to have established. Through 
her own words she has confirmed that she is not a legitimate citizen of Cheon Il Guk because she has not 
earned the qualification to stand in such a position! 
 
That is the end of the story. Hak Ja Han has affirmed that she is a fraud in respect to all her claims about 
her having established the starting point of Cheon Il Guk on Foundation Day. How can a person who has 
not even earned the qualification to be a Tribal Messiah be the Messiah for the whole world? Such a 
claim is truly ridiculous. After her son, also his mother has made herself a laughing stock in front of the 
world by making claims which bear no relevance or basis in actual reality. 
 
How can a person who has not even become a Heavenly Tribal Messiah claim to be the True Mother of 
the Universe, as Hak Ja Han is doing? Doing so represents indeed a new level of being an imposter. But 
the arrogance does not even end there. She claims to be in God along with her husband, as she explained 
to the leaders of our Movement in America by revealing to them her new definition of our Heavenly 
Parent. 
 
Han Chongjae Nim told her audience: "Moreover, the fact that the Only Begotten Daughter, True Mother, 
is here right now and is leading the current providence is something all of humanity should know." How 
can Hak Ja Han claim that she is the True Mother of humankind when she has not managed to have 



 

 

blessed 430 couples who have in turn done the same? She has not even moved on from Family 
Messiahship to the level of the tribe! 
 
Next she made another anti-Divine Principle statement: "With regards to Heaven's providence, when 
looking at the 2,000 year history of Christianity, what is more important than the Second Advent of the 
Messiah, is the advent of the Only Begotten Daughter who comes from Heaven's lineage with no relations 
to Satan." What did Father say about this point? He repeatedly clarified that Mother comes from the 
lineage of Satan, as I have quoted for you in previous reflections. Who are we to believe? 
 
Is it really true that the advent of the Only Begotten Daughter is more important than the Second Advent 
of the Messiah? Of course not, because it is Adam who has to restore one woman into the position of a 
true Eve. Hak Ja Han continues to contradict the core teaching of the Divine Principle, reversing essential 
points into the opposite of what Father has been teaching for many decades, and the American core 
leaders applaud to it! 
 
Mother said to the leaders: "Unless the Only Begotten Daughter is born, the returning Messiah cannot 
advance to the position of True Parent." That is just as well not true at all from the viewpoint of Father 
having clarified that there are many candidates prepared to be his wife. This is also obvious from the 
standpoint of the Divine Principle because there is no absolute predestination. God has also prepared a 
number of people for this time of the Second Advent to fulfil that role. In the end, only Father succeeded 
to build a victorious foundation on the worldwide level. 
 
I am speechless to read the following statement: "Regarding Heaven's providence, what is clear is that 
True Parents are True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind. There is no previous or future True 
Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind. This means, there can be no concept of inheritor or successor. 
Do you understand?" No, I do not understand at all how little Mother has learned even after having lived 
with Father for more than half a century. God is the Parent of Heaven, Earth and Humankind and every 
person who is one with our Creator is equally a true parent of Heaven and earth and humankind. It is 
impossible that a perfect man and woman who are completely united with our Ultimate Origin do not 
have an unconditional heart of True Love for all of heaven and earth, including all people just as our 
Loving Creator! To claim that nobody can be a True Parent on all these levels means that nobody other 
than Sun Myung Moon and Hak Ja Han can reach perfection! 
 
Additionally, Hak Ja Han has forgotten that God's ideal is only realized when three generations are one in 
heart. Father has spoken about it so many times, that God is longing for 3 kingships to be established by 
grandparents, parents and children being united in True Love as kings and queens as well as princes and 
princesses. Where are the 3 generations in the True Family who are one in heart? Han Chongjae Nim 
thinks they are not necessary, that children are not needed who inherit the heart of their mum and dad as 
their successor! In this way Han Chongjae Nim confirms how little she knows of the core of the Divine 
Principle! 
 
Because she is convinced that her husband has been teaching the wrong things she told the American 
leaders: "In the future, the Divine Principle will need many updates." In this way she claims nothing less 
than that many things are wrong in the most important book of the Unification Movement. Father did not 
grasp God's Will and providence properly and therefore it is necessary to correct his mistaken concepts! 
 
In reality it is Hak Ja Han who has in many respects a totally wrong understanding, including her 
mentioning: "In the gospel of Matthew, it is written that people can be forgiven for slandering the 
Messiah. However, whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit cannot be forgiven. Do you remember 
this passage? This means that with regard to the history of the providence of restoration through 
indemnity, we are in the Last Days. Whoever blasphemes against the Only Begotten Daughter, True 
Mother shall find no salvation. You must understand this. We are in the Last Days. Do you understand?" 
(familyfed,org/true-mothers-words-on-march-16-2018-at…) 
 
As a matter of fact, we are in the last days of the reign of Han Chongjae Nim. She may be at the top of a 
worldwide Movement today, but there is no future for her as Father told her already long ago - if she acts 
outside of the Principle. She is now openly denying the core of her husband's teaching, confirming that 
she is the one who is slandering the Messiah. Our Heavenly Parent will never ever support a person who 
defines the position of God Almighty as the True Parents, meaning Sun Myung Moon and Hak Ja Han. 
 
Just like all the others who insisted that they are a god, the son or daughter of gods, etc. have come and 
gone with little traces left except some report about them in the annals of history, Han Chongjae Nim will 
be remembered a miserable failure, as a person born to be a true daughter, sister, wife and mother, 
whereas in reality having gone down the road of self-centredness, ending in misery along with her 
followers who turned out to be betrayers of the worst kind, denying what they themselves have been 
preaching throughout their life, the Divine Principle and the core of the Returning Christ's teaching. 
 



 

 

Explanations offered by theologians like the article by Theodore Shimmyo at 
(appliedunificationism,com/…/why-true-mother-uses-o…/) about why True Mother uses only one chair 
are irrelevant because they try to justify what is totally against the essence of Father's speeches. The main 
point is that each and every human being is destined to become a true parent who is one with God, which 
makes the new dogma of FFWPU irrelevant because it denies this basic fact of God's creation. At the end 
Theodore Shimmyo says about the substantial trinity: "This perfect unity gives us rebirth both spiritually 
and physically and also constitutes a precious standard for us all to follow." 
 
Accordingly, we all should become true parents of Heaven, earth and humankind who are one with God 
and so our children will define our Creator as "In God there are my parents, Mr and Mrs XY", just as 
FFWPU members teach now that in God are True Parents, True Parents are in God. Han Chongjae Nim 
thinks that only she and her husband are in God and does therefore not agree with Theodore Shimmyo's 
conclusion. She is bringing more and more confusion into our midst while at the same time confirming in 
manifold ways that she is not united with her husband, which in turn proves that her theories are all 
wrong, because it is impossible that True Parents who are disunited are in God who is a unified Being of 
oneness. 
 
How is it possible that Mother understood God's will and the providence even before she married Father 
and never told him about all the wrong concepts he has?! The many updates needed to the Divine 
Principle should have been made long ago because both Father and Mother knew that the Principle is 
wrong as they are one with God! Hak Ja Han's new theology does not add up at all and so it is clear now 
for anybody who uses his/her logical understanding that she is an imposter who makes claims which are 
contradictory and to not have any foundation in sound reasoning but in wanting to stand above all others 
in the position of being God. If you have any doubts concerning this fact then please study her words 
more thoroughly and compare them with the Divine Principle. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
Nikolaus 


